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Do you plan to earn your Bachelor's Degree from Evergreen?

First-time, First-year respondents

% N % N

Yes 84.5% 311 95.1% 328

No 0.8% <5 0.9% <5

Unsure 14.7% 54 4.1% 14

Comments from First-time, First-year students:

Double degree in art and science

Excited to be at Evergreen!

Excitement!

I am considering going for a Masters in Teaching.

I am extremely excited.

I am not yet sure about graduate work.

I love the campus.

I love this school

I need to achieve a Bachelor's to become an ASL interpreter.

I plan to earn a Bachelor's or even maybe a master's

I plan to get both a BS and a BA from Evergreen.

I hope to earn a bachelor's degree in environmental studies or another environment-related field, like human 

ecology

85% of First-time, First-year respondents and 95% of Transfers plan to earn their Bachelor's Degree from 

Evergreen. Under 1% of First-time, First-years and Transfers do not plan to earn their degree at Evergreen. 

15% of First-time, First-year and 4% of Transfers are unsure if they plan to earn their Bachelor's degree from 

Evergreen.

Do you plan to stay at Evergreen until you earn a Bachelor's Degree?

Transfer Respondents

As a student who has moved to WA and plans to establish residency, I am limited to a smaller number of 

credit hours per quarter than a typical full-time student. In spite of this, I am thrilled to be attending and 

earning a degree from Evergreen, even if it takes longer than the usual 4-year Bachelor's Degree programs.
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Do you plan to earn your Bachelor's Degree from Evergreen?

I want to have a focus in Psychology and art then plan to master in Art Therapy

I will be working hard to obtain a bachelors degree in Performing Arts.

I'll see how I like it !

If possible I plan to receive my masters as well.

If they offer it, I'll go for it

It's going to be lit fam.

Comments from Transfer students:

As a junior level transfer with 2 years at Evergreen

B.S. and B.A. if possible

BA and BS

BS

Excited

I already have a Bachelor's and Master's degree from elsewhere.

i am a transfer student, and plan to get my bachelors, and then go on to get my masters degree

I am excited!

I am very excited to begin my first term at Evergreen, Fall 2016.

I came to TESC with an exchange program, so I don't take it.

I got my associates degree from [another state], and now I'm getting my bachelors here!

I am mostly studying for enrichment rather than a degree and haven't chosen one yet.

I am transferring into evergreen as a Junior and will graduate with a Bachelor's Degree of Science.

I plan to earn my bachelors and move on to Evergreen's MIT program.

I want to have a good time, same as anyone. I really love writing too. Definitely very excited to make some 

friends, as sad that sounds.

If I easily adapt to the evaluation system and don't struggle in my classes I will stay for 4 years, if not I will 

transfer after my associates.

Maybe I'll explore into other fields and interests and pursue higher degrees, but as for now my main focus is 

on a Bachelor's Degree.

Very excited!

as a transfer student

I am a post-baccalaureate student.

I am a working adult, though am taking day time classes because I feel the weekend/night classes don't carry 

as much weight. I would love to see more accommodation via online classes or more offerings in 

weekend/evening.

I really want to be able to finish all four years at Evergreen, so I am very hopeful that I will have a enriching 

and enjoyable experience.

I want to attend Evergreen because I believe I will be taught not only course material, but a unique way of 

thinking and approaching my subject matter, which will prepare me for a higher degree.

I want to be experienced and knowledgeable to get my master's from [a private school] in [Creative Writing]. 

Evergreen seems the perfect place to do that.

I'd like to take courses in other countries, do self study for credits, and do internships in addition to studying 

on campus

I'm hoping its a good fit for me. I'm expecting changes in what I want to learn and anticipating change in 

myself.
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Do you plan to earn your Bachelor's Degree from Evergreen?

I want to receive my BS

I'm actually going for my post baccalaureate in zoology as I have my first BA in psychology

If I remain in the area for the next two years I will most definitely stay at Evergreen.

I'm interested in possibly trying for both a BA and a BS

It all depends on the curriculum. I see myself as a multifaceted artist. I enjoy and practice art within a variety 

of mediums. I would hope that the curriculum would allow me to further develop my skills in each medium 

rather than going over the same information and knowledge. I want to be remembered as an artist. I want to 

share my art with the world. I would hope that I will be able to look back and say the Evergreen State College 

gave me the knowledge and developed me into a successful and renowned artist.
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